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Saturday, Oct. 6, Santa Fe
It is just a few days until Teresa and I leave for our three-week stay at Eco-Retreat
Genesis at Ek Balam in Yucatan. It is the longest vacation I have taken since my
honeymoon trip to the Greek Islands in 1972, when Patricia and I rented a little
house near the platea in Kokkari on Samos – not the most agreeable time in my life,
I must add. All is different now. I’ve been planning it for months and have trained
Mary Frances LaVardera, Teresa’s coworker at TJMaxx, to take over DNA
Consulting, clean the condo between guests, care for the dogs and sit the house
during our absence. They say you cannot really get the benefit of a vacation unless
it’s a long one without a lot of rushing around on a hectic itinerary. It is stressful
anytime one has to meet a train or get in the car and go somewhere. So I’ve
arranged a 21-day stay at a place I found on the Internet run by a seemingly
intelligent and friendly Canadian woman. It will be our point of departure for day
trips to Cancun, Isla de Mujeres, Chichen Itza, Valladolid, Merida and other places.
We might just spend some days at home swimming in the cenote promised to lie just
outside our thatched hut, investigating the nearby Maya village and ruins of Ek
Balam or taking one of the exotic classes offered, such as a course in the Maya
language, native cooking or the art of cloud watching.
Why Yucatan? I think because of its mystery. I know little about Maya culture or
history. Does anyone? All my efforts to learn more seem to have been stifled by the
obtuseness of the books I’ve read – witness one called A Forest of Kings. Traveling
there has only compounded my confusion. The Maya may as well have been dropped
into place fully formed from the moon. Stephen Jett, wearer of Barry Fell’s mantle,
told me matter-of-factly that Quiché was a form of Chinese. The author of Voyages of
the Pyramid Builders agrees in principle, arguing that the start of Mexico’s Olmec
civilization lies in the arrival of refugees from the expiring Shang Dynasty about
1600 B.C.E. The Chinese thus set the tone for all subsequent civilizations in Mexico,
Central and South America. Maya hieroglyphics, for instance, were based on the
same rectangular template of Chinese pictogram writing. Mexican weights and
measures reflect Chinese standards. The double-geared calendar of Teotihuacan, the
Toltecs and the Maya is similar to the Chinese system of reckoning. I will be
interested to see if I catch any perceptibly Chinese flavor in my observations this
time. It may be the whole key to understanding the Maya. Perhaps they are
wrapped inscrutably behind a double mystery.

Snake Head at Chichen Itza.

Temple Relief.

Tuesday, October 9, 2007
MF drove us to the airport in Albuquerque in her sleek, new Cadillac, going 85 and
talking all the way about one of her ex-husbands, of whom I gather there are at least
four. We made our 7:10 a.m. American Airlines flight, but only barely. The night
before, she came over and cooked for us – roasted scallops, eggplant and peppers, a
dish she said she made up. It was out of this world. I discovered a new favorite drink
– the chi chi. It is essentially a pina colada with vodka instead of rum. I was less
than enthusiastic about chi chis, however, the next day. The flight was a little
rough, not because of any turbulence.
We arrived in Cancun in mid-afternoon, went through customs, picked up the rental
car from Europcar and quickly found the toll road to Valladolid and Ek Balam.
Someone had rifled Teresa’s cosmetic bag and stolen her cell phone. I would have to
report that and prevent the thief from calling all his relatives in the U.S. Of course, I
left all my elaborately researched planning papers on my desk at home, but not to
worry. I remembered Europcar and they had a reservation. Never mind that they
invented an insurance surcharge of about 50% not mentioned in any of the
information on the Internet, where I made my reservation. I was determined to let
none of this dampen my spirits or more importantly, worry Teresa. All I had to do
was figure out how to get to Genesis Retreat in Ek Balam, preferably before the
tropic darkness covered us. It was not hard to find the right highway, as there is
only one, or rather two, both named the same (No. 180), the only different being they
do not connect at all and one is labeled, in small letters, cuota, which we learned
meant “toll.”
The road went straight as a shot through a flat, flat landscape where the vegetation
looked like an abandoned botanical garden in warp drive. Big-leaved trees with
heavy fruit jostled delicate mesquite and mimosa. Flowering japonicas stood out like
claimants to the throne of a country that no longer exists. Some vines were thick as
tree trunks. The jungle came right up to the edge of the highway in an arrested
green tsunami with a few stray tendrils licking the pavement. There was zero traffic
. . . and no gas station for 190 km. The rental car place had packed us off with a
quarter of a tank.

Jungle trees and vines.

Outspread Jungle like a Carpet.

Would we make it? Would I be able to find Ek Balam before the sun went down?
Why had I neglected Spanish, of all languages? What was I doing here?
A toll booth finally hove into sight. The lady demanded 950 pesos ($9.50). I asked in
a forlorn English where the next gas station was. She answered in Spanish: 100 km.
Would I make it, I asked, tapping the gas gauge. No, she said firmly. She motioned
to a hut by the wayside. ¡Aqui! I obeyed and found several men stretched out in
hammocks inside. After some conversation, I speaking English, they nodding in
Spanish, a boy brought out a bucket of gas for $7.00 (70 pesos). Yes, a bucket. No
idea how much that was, but it got us to Valladolid and on to Ek Balam and our
final destination around nightfall.
Valladolid (pronounced Bayada-LEED, in two syllables) is a miserable little town
with few pretensions and little to recommend itself. The cathedral on the zacalo or
central square is made out of sharp little stones set in concrete and looks like it has
been pummeled by the resentment of several generations of the pagan Maya people.
As with so many of the structures in this country, it is not completely clear at first
glance whether it is falling down or being restored. The park is wryly equipped with
contorted stone benches called confidenciales that allow young couples to sit facing
each other and converse under the watchful eye of an aunt or duenna without
touching. These seem fixed in their places by an immutable decree of God. Armored
cars idle in front of the banks, and a military cortege roars down the main street.
What distinction and individuality they may lack in their reduced circumstances the
Valladolidians make up for in the riotous and fanciful colors of their homes –
unnamable lilacs, burnt sienna, hot pink, lime, lapis lazuli, gasoline colors.
We park nervously next to policemen and taxis and shoe shine boys and head for a
restaurant called the Papillon mentioned in Chikki Mallan’s out-of-date but
otherwise excellent guidebook. Alas, the Papillon has fluttered away on the winds of
change. In its place, we find the Santa Maria de la Luz. We had a delicious, but
somewhat rushed meal of lime soup and tortillas under the ceiling fans. A man
clicked away on his laptop next to us. Many of the restaurants here have wireless.
The Mexicans call it WIFI (which rhymes with “iffy,” and justly so). We listened to
an unseen multitude of parrots shrieking and twittering in the trees in the square as
it grew dark.

Typical Street in Valladolid.

Bar La Joyita.

A waiter who knew Genesis drew us explicit directions on a napkin that thankfully
lead us in good time to this quixotic inn at the edge of the earth. The road literally
stops here, its continuance blocked by rubble. The inn was built by a Canadian
vegetarian who wishes to save the planet from efficiency. Our room is hardly big
enough to step into or around in. Lee annotates every bite I eat in her little black
book. A breakfast of scrambled eggs (egg?) with spinach, two slices of homemade
bread, pat of butter and a few sparing dollops of jam costs 700 pesos. She charges
$5.00 a day for wireless Internet service. One nice feature, however, is the naturally
filtered cenote-fed swimming pool, which lies only a few steps from the front door of
our room.
That first night was like an ectoplasm light show. A block party of spirits floated
overhead to welcome us, it seemed. This area must not only be ancient but it must
also have been densely populated. How little we truly know. Such a population must
have been sustained by a strong state and wise leaders, by a coherent culture and
firm religious system.
Wednesday, October 10, 2007, Genesis Retreat, Ek Balam
Today I will take Teresa to Chichen Itza, which is the natural place to begin. In the
meantime, I have decided we will not stay here three weeks but only one. We shall
make an Exodus from Genesis and spend the next week in Merida and the week
following in Cancun. Gas is expensive and we will have seen most sites worth seeing
within the immediate radius after a week, including Rio Lagartos and Coba.
Laudable as the idea of an eco-resort may be in the midst of the Yucatan jungle, it is
not much of a resort in practice. Nor is it really a bargain. The tone of the place is
rather too dour and, well, Canadian.
Lee told me her story. How she was a freelance writer at a dollar a word (I
sympathized). And came down here to write. But it was impossible. Because no one
really works here (I nodded). And took a job as a schoolteacher in Valladolid (oh, my
God). And then moved down here permanently because she could do better than in
Calgary (what a minute, I think I missed something…). So all this I see around me
she has built “with many others’ help” in four years. It is unique. It was built to be
unique and it is unique. So there. All criticism, complaint or comparison is useless.

Garden at Genesis Eco-Retreat.

Natural Swimming Pool.

Teresa in Doorway.

The walkways are funky and you are just as likely to end up in a small duck pond as
to find your way to the place where a hammock is hung. The spigots in the sinks are
hidden in whimsical, homemade ceramic pots. The water pipes are disguised within
organic bamboo tubes. When you turn on the faucet, the water gods take the
measure of your commitment to the environment and think about it for a few
moments before they release a thin stream of liquid. New Age music comes out of
the waterfall. Doors and locks are crazy making. We cannot shut the door to our
Luna Lodge unless we are both on the same side of it. It has one latch on one side
and another on the other. Two people who disliked each other could stand on either
side of it and keep the other one out, or in, as case may be. Teresa has twice gone to
the shower, located on the other side of the Yucatan peninsula, and locked me in. I
spent a wonderful two hours in the lobby on the computer before realizing she might
have overslept in her nap. She was trapped. She was not pleased. The showerheads
have about ten pinpricks in them and come on after much coaxing and cursing. It
takes a normal bloke about 20 minutes to get wet. During this time he can say
several mantras about the environment. Since I have a larger than average surface
area on my 6’ 3” frame, taking a shower is real commitment. Forget about washing
your hair.
Thursday, October 11, 2007
Chichen Itza is a World Heritage Site which the car rental agent Ricco called the
fourth wonder of the world (and the others?). One may no longer climb the
monuments. I was here in 1992, I think it was, when it was different. There were
only a few scattered tourists. Today, one tour guide said, 4,000 were expected. We
dropped in and out of guided groups, listening to different guides’ ridiculous lies (“Do
you see the shadow of a skull? Do you see an Indian that looks like an Apache? Like
a Chinaman? Like an extraterrestrial?). We made a round going through the
familiar sights – Temple of Kukulkan, Ballcourt, Sacred Cenote, Temple of the
Warriors, Temple of a Thousand Columns, Temple of the High Priest, Altar of the
Eagles and Jaguars, Observatory, Nunnery. Teresa got a lot of practice with the new
Canon PowerShot I bought her (digital), and I took two rolls of film with my
antiquated 35 mm.

The Castillo, or Temple of Kukulcan.

The Caracol, or Observatory.

Although few visitors realize it, Chichen Itza is neither Yucatecan Maya or Itza
Maya but Toltec. According to Landa, “The opinion of the Indians is that with the
Itzas who settled Chichen Itza there ruled a great lord named Cuculcan, as an
evidence of which the principal building is called Cuculcan.
“They say that he came from the west, but are not agreed as to whether he came
before or after the Itzas, or with them. They say that he was well disposed, that he
had no wife or children, and that after his return he was regarded in Mexico as one
of their gods, and called Cezalcohauti (Quetzalcoatl). In Yucatan also he was
reverenced as a god, because of his great services to the state, as appeared in the
order which he established in Yucatan after the death of the chiefs, to settle the
discord caused in the land by their deaths.”
One hopes the Bishop’s Spanish was better than the translator’s English, but a few
salient facts can be gleaned from this garbled account with reasonable imagination
and some allowance for the addle-pated effects of tropical living. In these words of
the great inventor, or destroyer, of Maya history, it can be seen that Kukulcan was a
historical personage, and a Mexican. Landa goes on to say that the Mexican ruler
entered into an agreement with the native lords and founded Mayapan, another city
with a very Toltec plan.

Toltec-style Palace of a Thousand Columns.

Corbel Arch.

For dinner last night, we went to Dolcemente Ek Balam, a new Italian restaurant
not a stone’s throw from Genesis. A greater contrast can hardly be imagined.
Dolcemente lies like an apparition at the end of the pavement where gigantic
motionless pigs can usually be seen standing. We pushed open the gates and found
the doors thrown wide to an elegant dining room with fans turning overhead and a
pan simmering on the stove in the kitchen. No one was in sight. It was like Beauty’s
welcome into the lair of the Beast in Jean Cocteau’s film. I half expected the plastic
flowers on the tables to nod and bloom in our honor. After we hallooed the house, a
lean, hungry looking young man with the face of the heavily reconstructed Vatican
bust of Julius Caesar appeared and served us acqua minerale, red wine, pasta con
scampi, cotteletta Milanese and pastal di chocolate.

Now we eat most meals there, to Lee’s chagrin. Her food would hardly merit being
called edible, much less agreeable, were it not for the fact that she gives you so little
of it that you are constantly ravenous. Everything has chaya (jungle spinach) in it.
Sometimes tofu. Or both. Queen Street, Toronto, twenty years ago. I pray it does not
set a trend in the Third World. And for these guilty pleasures, the prices are
extortionist, on a par with luxury hotels. One should always head for the most
expensive hotel or restaurant in town, and principles be damned, in Mexico.
We’ve had lengthy conversations with Daniele, the somewhat histrionic host of the
phantom Italian restaurant. He complains it is impossible to get Internet or indeed
telephone service, in fact, to repair the espresso machine or get anything at all done.
Teresa is concerned. She jumps in with advice, but I can see that it is almost useless.
Daniele tells us with a look of profound resignation that he never expected to make
money, only to derive pleasure from serving others and producing high-quality
cuisine. The tour buses won’t come for more than 60 pesos a head. How can he serve
people slop? He had rather perish!

Don at Hammock Weaver’s House.

Teresa at Meson del Marques Restaurant.

Some Emails
Hi, Natalie and MF,
I am writing from a thatched hut in the Yucatan, fortunately with wireless Internet,
which is rare in these regions. I am using Teresa's email.
On Monday, we're moving to a real hotel in Merida. They should call this an Econo
Retreat rather than an Eco Retreat. The owner's world philosophy is stinginess.
Small is beautiful and less is even more. My feet are too big for the room. I can't find
a place to put them.
Just wanted to hear that orders are being processed there. Any problems? I haven't
heard from MF, but assume that no news is good news. Please respond to Teresa's
email since Hotmail doesn't always let me on down here. Sometimes I go to msn.com
and get a local car dealership.

Thanks for holding down the fort! Let me hear from y'all.
Don
....
Hi Don,
Sounds like you are having quite an experience! Everything is running
smoothly, no issues to speak of. I have received several orders this
week and just sent an email with a batch of results.
Have a great trip!
Natalie Bradford
....
Howdy Travelers!
Sounds like you are having quite the lavish good time! All is fine here. Have
processed a few orders , and I have a couple of questions which I will get together
and put in one email. I heard from your friend Starr, she just asked a few questions
about the condo rentals. She wanted to reach you before you left , but she thought
you were leaving Thurs. I got everything settled w/ QWEST... I had to pretend I was
YOU, Don, or I could not do a thing!!!! Anyway it is taken care of, and Teresa will
even have a new phone when she returns... to be delivered 10/31.The dogs are great,
we are having lots of fun. Will get back to you Fri. after I clean the Condo. Have
fun!!!
XOXOXOXOXO,
M.F.
-Mary Frances LaVardera
Administrative Assistant
DNA Consulting
Friday, October 12, 2007
I need to catch up on the days, first and foremost, yesterday, which we spent at Ek
Balam, at least yesterday, with tour guide Casimiro (Sak) Canche Can, a Maya
archeology student born about a mile away from Yucatan’s “newest” ruins (if that is
not an oxymoron). Although the local people always remembered it – Casimiro’s
grandfather can still recite the lists of kings, he told us – archeologists did not
rediscover it until the 1990s. The elaborate plaster frieze midway up the Acropolis
was not unveiled until 1998. Ek Balam will become the next Chichen Itza and is
believed to have been a more important city in antiquity.

The word Ek Balam means Starry Night Jaguar, conventionally
translated as Black Jaguar, although this does not capture the
nuances of the name. Casimiro took us first to a hundred foot tall
tree at the entrance to the Zona Archeologica. It had sharp tan
thorns on smooth white bark that were about the size and shape of
Hershey’s kisses. It did not seem so much like a tree as a large
vegetable bursting with goodness. I hope Lee does not discover it,
though. If you tapped its trunk it sounded like a drum. Casimiro
said its name was Yax Che, the World Tree of the Maya. The
branches represent the heavens, the trunk Mother earth, and the roots the
underworld. We would encounter it at the end of our tour. Another tree he stopped
before was the chili tree, or max-che, “monkey tree.” “Very hot,” he said, pointing to
the coffee bean shaped red fruit.
We entered Ek Balam through a gap in the three-way perimeter wall to find
ourselves standing before a huge corbel-vaulted gatehouse atop a stone incline. The
stone incline is typical of Toltec architecture. Visitors went up this steep grade
necessarily bowed in respect. “We come right to the point,” Casimiro said. “They also
go down on the other side in a bent position.” You can climb the monuments at Ek
Balam, unlike those of Chichen Itza. Three years ago, several tourists going up on
the Temple of Kukulcan fell and sacrificed themselves. “You are lucky,” he said,
“soon you will not be able to climb the ruins at Ek Balam either.”
Next we clambered up the twin temples called Las Gemelas. They are separated by
a gap of about three feet. The line of sight goes to the rising sun on the spring
equinox, according to Casimiro. No one knows what the stone rings are for on the
corners of the building. Now that is interesting, I said to myself. Most scientists feel
they’ve figured out everything and there is not a single lacuna in their knowledge.
Casimiro was very humble about everything. “That looks like an Egyptian influence.
That seems to have an Oriental influence. “Could be…who knows?” But not black, he
said with a grin. That was paint! He makes a sign for painting one’s face.
Refreshing.

Looking toward Acropolis from Las Gemelas.

The Oval Palace dominates the southern edge of the central area. You have a
sweeping view of the surrounding jungle stretching like a green carpet in every
direction. “That mound there,” Casimiro points out, “and that one there are not yet
cleaned but are pyramids just like these.” We look at a mass of impenetrable
vegetation and giant trees. “Stephens wrote in the 1830s that he could see the tip of
a temple on top.”
We also climbed the Juego; we climbed all the monuments. After each speech,
Casimiro would ask if we had any questions, but shortly into the tour we were in
such awe both of him and of the monuments we had none.
Before going to the Acropolis, we spent some moments in front of a twenty-foot tall
stele or plinth that told the story of Kinich Junpik Tok’K’uh (King Face of the Sun),
who came to this place in 840 carrying the hieroglyph-inscribed femur of his
ancestor, Ukit Kan Lek Tok (Father of the Four Hearts of Stone). He brought it back
as a royal scepter (now housed in the Archeological Museum in Merida). Returned,
one should say. Casimiro read the hieroglyphs one by one. “This one we don’t know
meaning,” he would say occasionally. I was impressed by his humility.
The Acropolis preserves the principal of the pyramid but creates a mass of variations
on the theme, beginning with a lower story that looks like stables. The rooms of the
palace. One must imagine loads of painted stucco, red earth on the ground and
painted canvases and mats covering the doorways. It is cool inside. There are 200
rooms in the palace. Sixty-seven have been opened. In charge of all this would have
been the Caluac (Steward). Shown in friezes with a short thick baton, the Caluac
procured everything needed by the nobility from the great unwashed outside the city
walls. Another key official was the Speaker (chilam).
Pyramids were built in stages, almost
invariably at the end of the 52-year-period
called the long count, when no one from a
previous generation was alive, and only the
“knowledge people,” as Casimiro calls them,
knew what to do and which ceremonies to carry
out. The average life span of the common people
was 35-40. They lived in palapas outside the
bounds of the city. The city proper was only for
the elite, which was considerably inbred. One
statue had a leg longer than the other and an
arm longer than the other. “Inbreeding”, Sak
says.
The Maya had slaves who built the pyramids.
The Egyptians did not but offered the job to
volunteers in exchange for the good life of beef,
beer and burial privileges. The Maya enslaved
captives in war and used peyote and other drugs
to make people work. It was all about power,

and prestige, and competition with other states. They had some less-than-admirable
habits, too, like cannibalism, peyote enemas and homosexual orgies held in caves.

Jaguar Altar with Winged Warriors, Skulls, Water Monster and Tree of Life.

The fabulous tableau midway up the Acropolis guards the entrance to the
Underworld and tomb of Ukit Kan Le'k Tok', built by his descendant Kinich Junpik
Tok’K’uh. Known as the Jaguar Altar, it incorporates elements from other Maya
city-states and distant cultures. The overall impression is Puuk, as at Uxmal.
Checkered frets are a clue. Everything is iconic and symbolic with meaning only to
be conjured from deep knowledge of a long tradition of variegated influences. The X’s
and O’s that look like a tic-tac-toe game at the Temple of a Thousand Columns at
Chicen Itza? The X stands for Earth, the O, for the heavens. Here we saw three
gaping monsters swallowing up the living, underpinned by a pavement of skulls
representing the underworld, all dominated by the overarching World Tree, its limbs
swirling in circles to show the ever-cyclic nature of existence. A company of statues
stood atop this assemblage on ledges, one for all the world like a tantric dancer,
another, Casimiro pointed out, an evident homosexual, revered, he said, by the
Maya. The clear influence was Hindu. “It all looks Hindu.” “Who knows?”

Winged Warrior.

Underworld Monster.

Monkey God in Underworld, or Skull.

At least, one of the ubiquitous American Indian signs was explained to us – the teeshape you see as an ornamental motif (similar to meanders) and in architecture,
most notably in the T-doorways of Mimbres and Mesa Verde buildings facing the
plaza or common area. There are T-shaped pillars on the Temple of the Warriors at
Chichen Itza. It stands for the throne of the earth, on top of which sits the priestking-god, the ruler. We asked Casimiro about one of the figures depicted in a frieze,
was he a king or a god. “It is the same,” he shrugged. He said more than once, also,
that his ancestor was a fierce warrior. “Who would have followed him otherwise?
How could he have gotten slaves to build all this?”
We set this day aside for shopping in Valladolid, the White Hawk City (Sacid Val, in
Maya). We ended up buying sandals, a hammock, a locally made honey-anise liqueur
called X-tabentun and some souvenirs. We also visited the local museum in the
church of San Roque. It contains one or two Maya codex cups, a few pieces of broken
limestone, two pictures of pirates, and once case of assorted antiquities labeled
Donado. We wondered at this designation – was it a period of art, a regional
tradition, a master artist, or what? After looking the word up in the dictionary, we
found out it mean “donated.”
We also took in the Cenote Lace, not actually going down into it but browsing the
market stalls in the small park instead, where I bought some sandals for 320 pesos.
Probably too much. Depends on how soon they fall apart. Teresa had better luck at
the leather shop next to the Marques which Sac showed us. Had a devil of a time
finding it, however.
Saturday, October 13, 2007, Genesis Retreat, Ek Balam
We had breakfast with John and Beth, affable though very blond students from
Center College in Kentucky. Silver dollar banana pancakes with a miserly dollop of
jam and pat of butter produced from the refrigerator in a thimble size bowl with an
air of disapproval on the part of Teresa, the cook. As mentioned, it had been
arranged the night before that Lee would take us all on her “artisan tour,” which
turned out to be the best thing we have done here, so far.
First, we went to the tortilla lady, but her husband
was having lunch, so we went onto the second station
of the carouse. This was a palapa overlooking the
square (which must be imagined more as a vacant lot
than park), who was fixing another woman’s hair, her
second job, but who left off and took up her work at a
vintage Singer sewing machine of the pump variety.
Teresa and Beth looked at her brightly embroidered
dresses and blouses and tried them on repeatedly,
Teresa finally settling on one for herself and two for
Katie and Angela. They were 130 to 150 pesos each.
We also bought a pink and black borsita for Priscilla.
We took pictures and went back to the tortilla lady.

After Wilma and Gilbert wrecked this area several years ago, the government
rebuilt the villagers’ homes with concrete block ticky-tack, a solution that only made
sense to highly educated bureaucrats in Mexico City. These unsanitary, mosquito
infested human ovens replaced the comfortable, traditional cabana of steep,
thatched roof, stone floor, poles with breathing room between them for walls and two
open doors, front and back. The breeze swept in, swirled around the edges and drove
the heat up into the top. It was a perfect dwelling place for the climate. Now, many
Maya families have a winter and summer
house, for these concrete horrors are better
for winter conditions, and it does get cold, or
to it is claimed, the humidity making for a
type of penetrating cold. The old-style
palapas and cabanas use only materials
locally available on the family’s 40 hectares
– wood such as cedar or cypress, limestone
for the foundation, thatch and a vine that
grows in the jungle and is perfectly adapted
for lashing the poles together. Hammocks
are slung from the side poles and carefully wrapped up for the day to create room to
move about in the small hut. There is a fire pit with a metal shield for cooking in one
corner, and most household things hang in sacks or bundles from the rafters. A
pouch of smoke-colored water dangles from the center for good luck.
Guadalupe is about four feet tall, block-shaped like most Maya women, and crosseyed, a trait formerly thought to be a sign of beauty, one induced by swinging a bead
in front of a baby’s eyes. Evidently, it is now, to a certain extent, hereditary. She
demonstrates grinding corn kernels soaked in lime water on her grandmother’s
stone metate. With a family of five or six, a Maya mother will work five hours out of
each day making tortillas. She will produce 200 a day on an average. We all try our
hands at it. It is hard work. Guadalupe then sits us next to the fire and has us pat
balls of tortillas into the thin circular form they are supposed to have. Formerly, it
was done on banana leaves but today it is done on plastic. Hers are even, thin, large
and regular. Ours have holes, are thick, fall apart. She makes one in about ten
seconds. It takes us several minutes. The results in any case are delicious. In
Valladolid and elsewhere, most tortillas are factory made with more than 50% wheat
flour. It is a cause of growing diabetes among the people. Guadalupe teaches me two
Maya expressions. Kox pakax. Let’s make tortillas. Kox hanna. Let’s eat. X’s are
pronounced like sh.
The third stop is a hammock maker (I forget her name), her
husband and small children. Lee shows us what to look for in
buying a hammock – close weave, tightly wrapped ends (this
part is done by the men because they have more strength) and
length, the last important especially for gangly gringos. I pick
out a beautiful grande of purple and blue, double weave, for
which I pay the maker 450 pesos ($45.00). How long did it take
her to make it, I ask Lee. About a month. That works out to
about two and a half pesos an hour ($.25 an hour).

I take back what I said about village dogs. They
belong to different households, have names and
eat tortillas with the rest of the family.
Community is not so important as family, Lee
explains. Clan is a better word. There is a lot of
gossip, malicious infighting and age-old feuding
between clans, despite the appearance of
harmony and all the happy faces shown to
strangers. Various clans fight each other with
vengeful determination. Anyone who falls out with their clan is treated as though
they do not exist, the worst kind of abuse. No one leaves, no one comes in. It is not as
idyllic as one might think.
The Maya children are like stars, radiant, constant, a joy
forever. I’m told they have TV but do not care to watch it.
Until middle school they hardly leave the bosom of their
family and mostly speak the Maya language, even in the
classroom. They walk home for siesta everyday. They are
unashamedly curious and secure in that curiosity. They do
not cry or whine. Usually, they do not pester you, as the
urchins in, say, Mexico City or Guatemala. They are
complete, needing nothing, desiring nothing, nothing
expected of them but to be as they are. All they do is shine,
even in the daytime, as, of course, proper stars do, even
when we are unaware of them.
In the evening, we went into Valladolid for dinner after lounging around resting and
writing until late. We made a beeline for the Meson del Marquez pointed our to us
by Casimiro, where we had, respectively, Maya chicken and buried turkey (pavo)
with black bean sauce. Teresa had a Monteyo beer, named for either the atrocious
uncle or even more atrocious nephew conqueror of the city. I had three glasses of
Mexican vino tinto. A sprig of wandering Jew sat in a vase of water on our table in
lieu of flowers – thrifty, I thought. Unaccountably practical in the midst of all this
baroque decadence. There were ten waiters, outnumbering the clientele. Ours was
Arturo, a handsome, friendly Dadaist, who understood you before you spoke and
smiled always as though he were pulling your leg.
It is hot, even in the hushed inner sanctum of the former palace. I ask to be seated
under one of the giant, emu-height fans in the arcade and have Arturo train it on us
full force. To my surprise, it blows a monkish chorus of ever-changing, melismatic
liturgy on us. At the end of our meal, Arturo turns it off. The monks stop singing.
Teresa couldn’t hear it, so I hummed the melody, raising my hands to mark the high
points and cadences.
Did he have coffee? He smirked, as if to say, “Mais certainmente, monsieur.” He
could offer American coffee, Mexican coffee, Maya coffee and “express.” After a
double espresso, I took Teresa around the square, where there was a great
confluence of city folk listening to a karaoke salsa band all dressed like the Cisco
Kid. Young couples smooched under the linden trees while Mom and Pop sat on

folding chairs intent on improving themselves by absorbing the concert. Like a mad
mouse, a Morris Mini barreled down the avenue with a blaring loudspeaker plugging
a detergent. After an interminable introduction by two worthy matrons, a young nun
in a long white embroidered skirt a la Chanel clambered on stage and sang a song
about how holy and special it was to be a bride of Our Lord. Or did she sing about
the joys of owning perfect plastic houseplants? My Spanish is imprecise, to say the
least. The next act was another young lady who sang a neat song about something.
She was dressed like a pink Barbie doll from Seville (throw in a black mantilla).
After that, we left.
Sunday, October 14, 2007
We slept in after a late romantic evening and had breakfast at Daniele’s. The Chaya
Maya ceases to serve breakfast at 9:30 had we even cared to face another meal of
spinach. Teresa has sworn, I should note, that the spinach toast is not altogether
bad. As we returned from the day’s outing, I asked Lee what was on the menu. Thai
tofu. With peanut sauce. God! We were able to pull rank, being the sole guests, and
to negotiate feta-cheese and tomato filled tortillas. When the smell of spinach wafted
over to me in the lobby, however, I put my foot down. “I can’t eat any more spinach,”
I told the amazon from Tel Aviv at the stove. “The smell makes me nauseous.” She
took all the spinach tortillas off my plate and gave them to Teresa, who ended up
scraping out the spinach. The WOOF woman left the next day with her cowed,
muscular husband and two small children who rattled even the parrot’s nerves by
babbling badly in three languages. We were sorry we were not staying longer to take
advantage of their departure. WOOF stands for World Organization of Organic
Farmers and allows misfits from around the world to go around from farm to farm
freeloading and performing small tasks like weeding flowerbeds and harvesting
chaya in exchange for room and board. They are like the migrant workers of the
New Age.
It takes a minimum of two days under optimal conditions to dry clothes on the line.
Teresa has worked on our last batch of laundry several days now, ironed each piece,
and finally attacked them with her hair dryer, but they are still damp.
My ears have produced an excess of ear-wax. I am afraid of going deaf in my sleep.
The best kitchens are determined, for reasons that can only be attributed to a
twisted psyche, to plant a single long dark signature hair underneath the food on
your plate.
There is an element of thwarted revenge and secret criminality lurking in every
Mexican.
Some advice, again: Pick the most expensive looking restaurant you can find in a
two-horse town. It will still be second or third rate, but not unduly expensive. The
lesser restaurants are probably poisoners.
The Mexicans have arrived at a stage of delusion that permits them to wish to be
considered Americans. Someone from the U.S. of A. instead of the U.S. of Mexico is
called, perversely, un estadosunitense, which denies him the designation “American.”

With Jesuitical reasoning, they argue that since New Mexico is a state of the union
(of America), then Mexico should be, as well.
I have now seen a bar named Jesu de Nazareth, a rowboat dubbed Cristo Rey and a
restaurant dish named after the Blessed Virgin of Guadalupe. In Valladolid, I took a
picture of a bar with the name El Salvador. Whether this was innocent satire or
brazen advertising, I do not know.
Do not go to, do not go through, Tizimin, whose name means Place of the Peccaries,
or Horses (the two animals being the same in the eyes of the Maya). It is a maze of
unmarked one-way streets, numbered in no particular order, with a police car
waiting around each corner to give you a ticket. We were lost in its rubble for almost
twenty minutes coming back from Rio Lagartos. Don’t go there either. There is
nothing to see other than a newly constructed Chapel of Our Lady of the Sacred
Order of Our Lady down a lonely road through the mangroves. The seafood was
atrocious.
Despite an abundance of signs, the highways here are marked in only a desultory
fashion when it comes to important information such as their numbers, the direction
of traffic on them or the names of towns they lead to. There are not many highways
in Mexico to begin with but the few they have are colossally screwed up. For
instance, the toll road and freeway between Merida and Cancun both bear the same
number (180) and you do not know which one you are on until it is too late. On the
toll road, you cannot get off for 100 km. On the freeway you cannot get over to the
toll road because the twain shall never meet. Bypasses have the same numbers and
signage as spurs leading into a city or town. No road is marked the same or to the
same sufficiency in both directions. Vital information is often obscured by overgrown
vegetation.
Despite these blemishes, the federal transportation department has handily
employed the thousands of drug offenders jamming Mexico’s bloated prisons to make
about one sign per kilometer that says something astounding like “Obedenze los
Signales” (Obey the Signs). A good drug offender in his youth may produce ten
thousand of these before dying of old age. They are scattered from one end of the
country to the other and must induce great compliance on the part of the populace.
Sometimes, they become almost theological, as when they declare “Respect and Obey
the Signs.” At other times, they are content to be stern reminders, as in “Don’t
Mistreat Signs.”
Here is a list of our favorite signs, which have been translated after repeated
observation and frequent recourse to our Spanish dictionary.
•
•
•
•
•
•

No more than 17 persons per vehicle.
Do not leave rocks on the pavement.
Pass only in the other lane.
Keep the roadside pure.
Keep Yucatan pure.
Drive with precaution.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concede cambio de luces.
Don’t drive when drowsy.
If you are drunk, don’t drive.
Throw not trash.
You are near people.
Diminish your velocity.
Diminish your velocity more.
We told you to diminish your velocity.
Wash your hands (icon).
Pottery ahead (icon).
Church ahead (icon).
Caves ahead (icon)
Sinkhole ahead (icon).
Flamingos ahead (icon).
Knife and fork ahead (icon).
Water buffalo crossing (icon).

Any one of these offers occasion for comment. The 17-person limit on passengers
puzzled us until we found out that there are many “truck-buses” in operation. We
saw one today that must have had 30 sweating Maya men and boys standing in the
back. The prohibition against abandoning rocks continues to mystify us. Pass only in
the other lane. That has got to be one of the stupider pieces of superfluous advice,
since there is never any other place to pass (never a shoulder, for instance). Concede
cambio de luces, literally, “Concede change of lights.” We scratched our heads over
the awkwardness of that expression until we realized it was an allusion to the work
of a famous Mexican poet. Undoubtedly it meant, “Give up your light change,”
referring to the universal condition of mankind with typical Hispanic ambiguity and
pessimism. This world is always dark, even in the daylight. Yes, and we must pay
for everything. Some of the roadside admonishments we are still in doubt about, but
they supply an endless source of edification and help us hone our Spanish language
skills.
Monday, October 15, 2007
It rained steadily through
most of the night. We woke
up earlier than usual to get a
good head start on reaching
Coba before the heat became
unbearable and were pleased
to see blue sky and cumulus
clouds. Everything as though
on the first day of creation, as
Goethe says. After changing
money, mailing some
postcards and getting
replacement batteries for the
cameras in Valladolid, we drove to Coba in less than an hour. As the guidebook
promised, it was a speed-bump-infested road. We noticed army guards at a

roadblock outside one of the towns. They were probably there to direct you to the
nearest muffler replacement shop.
Coba is the same, I believe, as Qbah, Egyptian (and Proto-Pelasgian) for “city.” It is
ideally located on two large shallow lakes teaming with fish. It is estimated there
are 2,000 pyramids scattered throughout a large area connected by sacbeeot, “white
roads,” elevated highways 30-40 feet wide with a limestone pavement covered with
plaster. If you consider there might have been a hundred people attached to a
pyramid as to a parish church (a conservative guess), then there were 200,000
people living her at the city’s height in the Classic Period, 600-900 C.E. There could
easily have been 1 million if the state was as efficient as it appears to have been.
One of the first stops in Coba (which is quite
spread out) is the Iglesia, so called not from the
shape but because local Maya people have
continuously left offerings on an altar beneath
an eroded stele half walled in and covered with
a small palapa. How sad that they only have
broken and mute fragments of their culture,
which, however, they cherish as much as a
Praxiteles or true piece of the Cross. The
buildings in Coba are mostly all only partially
restored. The front of the Great Pyramid is put
back together from the heap of rubble described
by the first explorers; the backside is covered by
thick jungle, which has its tangled roots
inextricably entwined in its limestone blocks.
Unexcavated pyramids lie not far away from the
edge of the sacbeoob, or White Roads,
connecting different quarters of the city that are
thoroughly engulfed by vegetation and can
scarcely be recognized for what they are.
The sacbe was a state-maintained highway elevated from the surrounding jungle
about two meters, paved with white plaster and about 8 meters wide. The crossroads
building is situated between the Great Pyramid and the Paintings Group (no.5)
where three or more sacbeoob converge and functioned as a watchtower. It has a
pleasing modest shape with cornices and ramparts where the sentries could walk,
though how one entered it or go up onto it is a mystery, for it turns a doorless,
windowless elliptical stone face on the world. Perhaps the soldiers manning that
station were drawn up by others on ropes or clambered up ladders. Despite its
unusual shape, it too is a pyramid. Any high mound-like public monument among
the Maya is considered a pyramid, we are told.

The ballcourt at
Coba is most
interesting and
quite unlike the
one at Chichen
Itza, smaller
scaled for one
thing. Probably
there were
different games
played
according to the
different locales.
We think of
Maya culture as
monolithic but
there are 22 or
more Maya
dialects today, hardly any of them mutually intelligible, meaning there were 22
different cultures with strong local variation. Add to this that the Toltecs and
Teotihuacanos invaded beginning about 900 and prevailed until the Spanish came,
so that many of those cultures became “Mexicanized.” Of course, what no one
discusses are the influences from across the Atlantic and Pacific – Chinese, Indian,
Southeast Asian, Indonesian, Phoenician, Egyptian, Roman, Greek, Judaic, African,
Libyan…. These impacted different cultural areas to different degrees and created
variations on the variations.

Watercolor from the Top of Great Pyramid in Coba.

